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Communication

deafscotland brings real change
to the lives of deaf people.
We are the user-led, membership organisation for
the deaf sector in Scotland. As such we take a
person-centred, rights-based approach to all our work
and recognise the importance of monitoring and
evaluation in project and partnership development.
We use the term the four key pillars of deafness
to describe Deaf/Deaf BSL users, Deafblind,
Deafened and Hard of Hearing, as people experience
different barriers that require different solutions.

For All
Communication For All has been our major
campaign in 2019/20. Our focus has been on
making communication and language inclusive
and accessible to everyone through our activities.
To spread the word and create support for this
message, we’ve developed partnerships with The
ALLIANCE, See Me, Disability Equality Scotland,
and RCSLT. This has led to improved engagement
with relevant stakeholders and more people
understanding and becoming aware of the four
pillars of deafness approach.

deafscotland.org

These partnerships led to us
launching two campaigns:

Hard of hearing

Deafblind
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Deaf/BSL users

Deafened

The four key pillars of
deafness describe the
range of ways people
experience deafness

BSL For All
Connect Us Too
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The planned 2020 National Conference theme
was Right Design for Communication. With
312 people due to attend, the event would
have seen an increase in both participation
and sponsorship on 2019. Unfortunately,
due to the Covid-19 pandemic and national
lockdown, the planned event was cancelled.
The team have worked hard during the pandemic
to support our members, focusing on providing
up-to-date research and information to keep
Scotland’s deaf people safe. Throughout 2020/21
we are delivering a range of online events to
keep members informed and engaged.
We are continuing the Communication For
All campaign following the plan laid out in
our 2019 strategic review. The next steps for
the campaign are to consider how we can
develop it into more longer-term ‘sensory’
partnerships at a strategic level in order to
tackle Inclusive Communication in Scotland.

‘This year has proven to be both challenging
and rewarding in equal measures.
By conducting a strategic review, we’ve
gained perspective on what the important
aspects to focus on are, in order to best
support our members. This has led to exciting
new campaigns and an overall increase in
active participation from members.
Partnerships are essential for future working

In 2019/20 we partnered with
and ensuring we get our key messages
relating to Communication for All out there.’

Donald Richards, Convenor
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What does

‘Effective communication, in
whatever form that takes’

Communication

‘Getting it right and
always improving’

For All mean to

‘Committed not only to
improving communication
access but also the communication of thoughts
and feelings of Scotland’s Deaf Community’

our members?
‘Communication really is everything - to be
committed to communication, is to be committed
to how people interact with the world and
each other, committed to connection’
‘It works towards ensuring our beneficiaries
can communicate effectively in their homes
and communities, with the support of
deafscotland and our organisation.’

‘A commitment to improve communication
and to keep making change to enable
better access and understanding for the
deaf communities across Scotland’
‘Making every effort to include everyone
in the target audience with the way
communication is delivered’
‘That you will strive to communicate
to all and allow all to communicate
in the best possible way’

‘Ensuring that we can all understand each other’
‘For me I am committed, particularly at present
to ensuring that as much accessible information
is available to ensure people are able to make
informed choices regarding their welfare.’
6

Quotes provided from members through the 2019
and 2020 deafscotland membership surveys
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The membership
Star members
Organisations with the primary goal of
supporting at least one pillar of deafness

Diamond members
Organisations committed to
reducing barriers for people
who experience deafness

Circle members
Individuals who are deaf, along
with friends, family and allies of
people affected by deafness, who
are not linked to an organisation
71 Star

77 Diamond
33 Circle

181 members
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We asked our members

What is the best
part of being
a member of
deafscotland?
‘Connections to other organisations
in the deaf sector and being kept up
to date with developments in policy
and funding opportunities’

‘Great channel for information
exchange and communication’
‘Knowing that you are part of something which
can influence decision makers - something
that is very difficult for a small charity.’
‘Local and national connections and
opportunities for development’
‘Network and information sharing’
‘Being part of a national organisation
and being kept up to date with what
is happening on a national level’
‘The support and advice are superb as well as
a great willingness to help us to be better at
communicating with the deaf community’
‘Networking where everyone has the same aim’

‘Being part of a caring community’

‘Staying connected and working in partnership’

‘Getting access to policy making decisions’

‘Engagement, sharing ideas, understanding
other organisations’ work’

‘Feeling part of a voice’
‘Access to a wide range of advice,
support and resources’
Quotes provided from members through the 2019
and 2020 deafscotland membership surveys
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What we delivered

Virtual activities reached over
92,000 people
1,763 information enquiries answered
by phone, email and social media

In 2019/20 deafscotland’s
face-to-face activities
reached over

25,000
people

5,000

people received the
deafscotland bulletin
every month

to

41 participatory sessions delivered reaching
627 different activists affected by deafness
allowing them to participate in processes
62 people attended the BSL For All Summit
84 people attended the Connect Us Too
Mental Health Summit

26
382

We ran

42 responses made to national and local
consultations responding to
government initiatives on transport,
democracy, sport and education

self-funded
training courses,
people
across
organisations

17

Provided volunteering opportunities
for 32 people
Engaged with countless stakeholders
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BSL For All
We held the first National British Sign
Language (BSL) Summit in Scotland
on 23 September 2019 – the UN
International Day of Sign Languages.
The purpose of the event was to raise awareness
and understanding about British Sign Language.
Through a series of workshops and keynote
speakers, the event brought together people
from Public, Private and Third sector to
discuss the barriers and challenges faced by
BSL users, and how they can get involved in
making “Scotland the best place in the world
for BSL users to live, learn, work and visit”.

The outcome of the event was a set of key
actions for deafscotland and its membership
going forward. These included:
• Ongoing partnership work with BSL users, BSL /
Equality & Diversity and Sensory Lead Officers
• Provide leadership to motivate BSL
Communities and stakeholders towards
achieving key common goals
• Ensure BSL access is provided for BSL
Communities to participate at local,
regional and national public events
• Inclusive communication to support collaborative
networking and communications within BSL
Communities, including those with additional
needs and between BSL users and others
• Provide information, advice, guidance and
consultancy support to Public, Private and
Third sector organisations that influences
improved and relevant policy measures
To download the full report on the
National BSL Summit, click here
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Connect Us Too
This campaign is about mental
health, wellbeing, resilience and
emotional first aid. It can include
prevention, self-management, psychological
education, and possibly CHIME - Connectiveness,
Hope, Identity, Meaning, and Empowerment.
This led to the first Mental Health Summit
being held on 10 October 2019 at the
Scottish Sensory Centre in Edinburgh.
The purpose of the summit was to understand
how mental health for deaf people across Scotland
can be improved. With support from See Me,
the event provided an opportunity for people to
engage with the subject and share information
and experiences. The key areas included:
• Reviewing supported work to improve
access to talking therapies
• Support, prevention and resilience
building approaches
• The need for a deaf children’s
specialist mental health service
To download the Connect Us Too report, click here
To view BSL videos about mental health, click here
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Improving our online presence
To engage with a wider audience online,
we are updating our website and changing
how we communicate through social media.
In 2019/20 deafscotland reached 92,000
people online including individual website
visits and social media interactions.
With the outbreak of Covid-19 in early 2020
causing a national lockdown and cancellation
of events from March onwards, the number of
online interactions has increased. This meant
we had to adapted our way of working and how
we communicate with our members online.

The effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on people’s
lives are far reaching, so we will continue to adapt
how we deliver services to suit the changing
needs of our members. We are committed
to providing guidance and influencing the
actions of organisations in order to improve
the lives of those affected by deafness.
Our ongoing aim is to create sustainable, longlasting support that drives Scotland to be
an Inclusive Communication Nation. We will
engage with members more over 2020/21
to assess the effectiveness of our activities,
methods, and strategic partnerships.

‘The 2020 spring conference “Right Design
for Communication” was shaping up to be the
best yet with increased participation, better
sponsorship and an excellent programme.
Unfortunately, it was badly hit by the Covid-19
Emergency and we plan to run mini events
online over 2020-21 to compensate. These
will cover the planned topics and ensure we
continue to build our argument for a major,
national plan and relevant actions to tackle
communication inequality in Scotland.’
Janis McDonald, Chief Officer
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What you need
to know about
the numbers

From the numbers it appears that we ended the
year with a healthy surplus of £74,183. Overall
this is a positive, however there are several
factors that mean this is not fully available to
be used on core costs for the organisation.

Restricted funds
Must be used for a specific
purpose or project – accounts
for 88% of our total income

What has changed since last year?

Income
£396,291

Total funds

Expenses
-£331,291

2019

2020

Income
£275,006

Income
£451,159

Expenses
-£367,525

Expenses
-£377,076

Unrestricted
funds 12%

Surplus
£65,000

Unrestricted funds
Can be used for any purpose – accounts
for only 12% of total income
Income
£54,868
Expenses
-£45,785

Surplus
£9,083

Restricted
funds 88%
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Conferences and events
This year we received an increase in the amount of
sponsorship and partnership projects. This meant
we could deliver two additional conferences, as
well as subsidise the ticket price of conferences
for delegates. While the annual conference had to
be cancelled due to the Covid-19 outbreak, there
were costs incurred which we have had to cover.
Sponsorship funds received will be used to deliver
an alternative online conference later in the year.
Communication support
This year has seen a 257% increase in
communication support costs – that’s
£87,832 more than in 2019. This has
happened for two main reasons:
• Hosting more conferences and events means
we need to book relevant communication
support to ensure all events are fully
accessible to all delegates each time
• We have employed people who need additional
language/communication support to do
their work; this is funded through Access to
Work. Volunteers on the other hand are not
covered by Access to Work; while some of
the additional costs are covered through
grant funding, the remaining costs form
part of our organisation’s core costs.
22

This year we received
an increase in

sponsorship and

partnership projects.
This enabled us
to deliver

two additional

conferences and

subsidise tickets

for delegates
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Partnership projects

Core costs

This year we have had an increase in grant
funding of almost £180,000 which has helped us
to develop and deliver several partnership projects,
including BSL For All and Connect Us Too.

Funding core costs remains a challenge and
with limited funding available, we are keen to
make the most of our resources. Unfortunately,
this means that we will have to make cuts
where necessary. However, we recognise that
with the additional support needs required for
our organisation, there are some costs that we
just cannot cut. Where possible we will aim to
move events online and make our activities as
accessible as possible, while continuing to develop
new partnerships to increase engagement.

Not all funding relates to this year, with
many of the projects covering work over
several financial periods. These include:
• Our new Virtual Museum funded by
Heritage Lottery Fund, which will show how
deafness and people affected by deafness
have been represented in the development
of technology, employment, and the
arts and culture throughout history
• Funding received from several sources to
produce accessible information on a number
of subjects that people, including deaf
people, should know about. This covered:
• Deaf people’s personal safety
• Cycling
• Self-Management for people with
disabilities and/or long-term illnesses
• General mental health information
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Ongoing sustainability
The strategic review highlighted the need for
more partnership approaches to focus on
improving sensory and wellbeing services for
our members. Partnerships with organisations
such as The ALLIANCE have proved successful
so far. This is an approach that we would like to
expand on to ensure ongoing sustainability.
The strategic review, along with the Covid-19
Emergency has emphasized the need for
adaptation of activities, in particular making
use of online facilities. While these have been in
progress, the pace of change needed to remain
sustainable has been faster than anticipated.
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This year started full of promise and ended with
a virus. Who could have predicted that such a
thing as lockdown could happen. It has shown
us that to be sustainable in these times, options
need to be member-led and more exploring will
take place over the next year to find solutions
to the “communication virus”. We will find more
sustainable options for and with our members.

26
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Consultancy and
Evaluation
What can deafscotland do to
support your organisation?
We can:
• Carry out affordable, deaf health checks and
support your organisation to become more
deaf aware across the four pillars of deafness.
• Evaluate your plans or services with input
from service users, their families and carers;
• Support your organisation to become a
“Communication For All” organisation;
• Support your organisation to become
more involved in local and national
issues across government and across
the four pillars of deafness.
• Advise, support and provide
participatory activity.
For more information, click here
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Join us in supporting Scotland to become
the first inclusive communication nation –
accessible to everyone!

Web

deafscotland.org

Phone

0141 248 2474

SMS

07925 417 338

Email

admin@deafscotland.org

deafscotland is the outward facing brand of The Scottish Council
on Deafness (SCoD). SCoD is a company limited by guarantee
registered in Scotland no 492886 and registered charity SC016957

Are you Committed to Communication?

facebook.com/deafscotland
twitter @deafscotMedia
linkedin.com/in/deafscotland
deafscotland
c/o The ALLIANCE
Venlaw Building
349 Bath St

On request, this report can be
made available in plain text
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